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He bought new drapes and bedspreads for seventy
rooms. Dolores, Ho Pan and Mr. Kopetinick remained.
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name was Happle. We called him “hippo”. He stayed in the pool the whole hour. Up to his neck in water. Brown
reserved his room under the name William Days. His two night rental cost
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was doing.
“O.K. Dolores. Got your doughnut?”
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“Lew, goddammit. We’re getting S675 a month for those three rooms.

We

can get more.”

Maybe because he was so large, O’Dessa Brown didn’t bathe too often. Ray
didn’t notice the smell when Brown filled out his registration card. Ray’d been
more impressed with the minute and a half it took him to get out of the cab.
And the way he had to pass through the doorway sideways. A bath tub would
be equally difficult and much more dangerous. The man was huge. “He’s got
to be the world’s largest female impersonator,” Ray grinned to himself. He handed Brown a key.
“102’s down the hall. First door on your right.” Across from the office. Not
far to walk.

“Thank you. Maybe you could come
“1 can’t.

Sorr>\ Rules.”

Lew Byner
pockets.
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Ray
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me
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it
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You
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lobby and desk area. Byner came back to Ray. “Who’s in that

room?”
“O’Dessa Brown,

“He

stinks.

“He had a

Who

sir.

The world’s

largest female impersonator.”

rented to him?”

reser\'ation.”

“Well get him out of there.

Move him, goddammit.”

“To where?”
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“Just

move

him. To the baek of the building.”

“Something

like 219, sir?”

“Yeah. 219.”
“I

Brown eould fit in 219, sir.”
move him. Goddammit. Where’s Mulligan?”

don’t think miss

“Just

“He’s in his offiee.”
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